
APA CITING HELP

If you would like help citing your sources, carriagehouseautoresto.com has a citation generator that will help make the
APA citation process much easier for you.

The forum: The decline of war. Start with general notes, then include specific notes, and end with probability
notes. Title of work. Here was neither peace, nor rest, nor a moment's safety" London, , p. Include page or
paragraph numbers if it will help reader find the information. Endnotes must appear on an endnotes page. Use
this handy chart to determine how to format author names in citations and references: How to Structure
Publication Dates Place the date that the source was published in parentheses after the name of the author. The
DOI is assigned when an article is published and made electronically. If you are planning on using Citation
Machine, a note is displayed above the form stating that personal interviews are not typically cited in text.
What Does it Look Like? Using this automated citation machine to create accurate citations allows students to
work smarter, leaving them more time to focus on their studies. When you use another person's information to
help you with your project, it is important to acknowledge that individual or group. If you need to cite a post
from a social media platform, use this structure: Last name, F. In addition, the title should be written without
any underlines, bold font, or italics. It is therefore important, if one is provided, to use it when creating a
citation. Example: Buck needed to adjust rather quickly upon his arrival in Canada. Use EasyBib. Number the
pages afterwards using Arabic numbers 1, 2, 3,  Example: Bender, L. Year, Month Published. National
Geographic Magazine, 6 ,  So, whether your professor prefers that you use the MLA format , or your
discipline requires you to adopt the Chicago style citation , your referencing will be supported. Black and
Mondoux Three authors: Eddison, Zhu, and Lalonde More than three authors: Give all the last names or just
the first and "et al. Worry less about a determiner , preposition , or adverb out of place and focus on your
research!


